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Kung Fu Panda Lesson 5
Character List
Po
Shifu
Commander
Zeng
Po’s Dad
Miscellaneous (Crowd、Tigress, Furious Five)
AT THE ELEVATOR
COMMANDER: Take us down.
Several guard rhinos winch the goose and the commander down. The commander
grabs the chain and shakes the elevator, trying to scare the goose.
ZENG: What are you doing?!
The commander just laughs. The elevator finally lands, sending an echo throughout
the prison.
AT DOORS -A number of doors unlock, one after the other. Finally, a drawbridge is
lowered out onto an island.
ZENG: Oh my...
COMMANDER: Behold, Tai Lung.
ZENG: I'll um...I'm just gonna wait right here.
COMMANDER: It's nothing to worry about. It's perfectly safe.
He shoves the goose out ahead of him.
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ZENG: Oof!
COMMANDER: Crossbows! At the ready!
ZENG: Crossbows?!
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They approach TAI LUNG, a giant, muscular snow leopard bound in a giant piece of
tortoise shell armor and chains. He barely registers signs of life. The commander
walks right up to him.
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COMMANDER: Hey, tough guy, did you hear? Oogway's finally gonna give someone
the Dragon Scroll and it's not gonna be you!
The goose can't believe it.
ZENG: What are you doing?! Don't get him mad.
COMMANDER: What's he gonna do about it? I've got him completely immobilized.
The Commander stomps on Tai Lung's tail. We hear a crunch. The goose flinches. But
Tai Lung does not react.
COMMANDER: Awww. Did I step on the witty kitty's tail? Awww.
Tai Lung doesn't move. His eyes stare coldly straight ahead.
ZENG: I'm good. I've seen enough. I'm gonna tell Shifu he's got nothing to worry
about.
COMMANDER: No, he doesn't.
ZENG: Okay, I'll tell him that. Can we please go now?
The Commander starts to walk back to the elevator. The goose hurries after him. The
goose's feather flutters into frame. We follow the feather as it lands right in front of Tai
Lung. HIS EYES OPEN. Tai Lung grabs the feather with his tail.
winch -ウインチ

こ て い か

immobilized -固定化した
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INTERIOR JADE PALACE - HALLWAY
The palace doors open to reveal Po on the palanquin, hundreds of villagers behind
him.
CROWD: (chanting) Dragon Warrior! Dragon Warrior!
Po is ushered in and the doors close. He is alone. He runs back to the closed palace
doors.
PO: Wait a second! Hello? Uh...I think there's been a slight mistake. Everyone seems
to think that I'm, uh...
Po finally realizes where he is.
PO: Whoa. The Sacred Hall of Warriors. No way! Would you look at this place!
He rushes up to a display of armor.
PO: (GASP) Master Flying Rhino's Armor! With authentic battle damage!
He rushes up to a green sword, making sure not to touch it.
PO: (GASP) The Sword of Heroes! Said to be so sharp you can cut yourself just by
looking-- OW!
He stares at a black spot on the wall.
PO: (GASP) The Invisible Trident of Destiny!?
He admires a painting.
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PO: (GASP) I've only seen paintings of that painting...
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Po runs around the room, amazed by all the ancient kung fu artifacts. Something
special catches Po's eye.
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PO: (loudly) Nooo! Ohhhh!
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He runs over to it.
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PO: The legendary Urn of Whispering Warriors! Said to contain the souls of the entire
Tenshu army. (calling into vase) Hellooo?
SHIFU: Have you finished sight-seeing?
Po GASPS.
PO: (to vase) Sorry. I should've come to see you first.
SHIFU: My patience is wearing thin.
PO: (to vase) Oh. Well, I mean, it's not like you were going anywhere.
SHIFU: Would you turn around?
PO: Sure.
Po turns and sees Shifu.
PO: Hey, how's it going?
Po turns back to the vase.
PO: (to vase) Now how do you get five thousand-- (cutting himself off) Master Shifu!
Po bumps the vase which falls and BREAKS.
まくあ

ushered -幕開け

ほんもの

authentic -本物の
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PO: Someone...broke that. But I'm gonna fix it. Do you have some glue?
The vase debris screams as Po tries to pick up the pieces.
1) What did Tai Lung say when the commander told him that Oogway was
going to give someone else the dragon scroll?
He didn’t say anything.
2) What does the Urn of Whispering Warriors contain?
It contains the souls of the entire Tenshu army.
3) What happened to the Urn of Whisper Warriors?
Po dropped it and broke it.
PO: Ow! Ooh. Splinter.
Po fumbles around. Shifu looks irked.
SHIFU: So you're the legendary Dragon Warrior. Hmmm?
PO: Uh...I guess so?
Shifu smiles and shakes his head.

止
禁

SHIFU: Wrong! You are not the Dragon Warrior. You will never be the Dragon Warrior
until you have learned the secret of the Dragon Scroll.

用
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He points to a dragon on the ceiling with a single scroll in its mouth.
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PO: (in awe) Whoa. (then) So how does this work? You have a ladder or trampoline
or...?
SHIFU: You think it's that easy? That I am just going to hand you the secret to
limitless power?
PO: No, I...
SHIFU: One must first master the highest level of kung fu. And that is clearly
impossible if that one is someone like you.
PO: Someone like me?
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Shifu walks around Po - pointing out his weaknesses.
SHIFU: Yes. Look at you...this fat butt.
Shifu HITS Po on the butt with his staff.
SHIFU: Flabby arms...
PO: Those are sensitive in the flabby parts.
Shifu SWATS Po on the arm with his staff.
SHIFU: And this ridiculous belly.
Shifu HITS Po in the belly with his staff.
PO: Hey...
SHIFU: --and utter disregard for personal hygiene.
PO: (pointing at Shifu) Now wait a minute. That's a little uncalled-for.
はへん

splinter -破片、かけら

と り そ こ

fumbles –取り損なう

trampoline -トランポリン
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SHIFU: Don't stand that close...I can smell your breath.
PO: Listen...Oogway said that I was theShifu pinches Po's outstretched digit.
PO: (gasp) The Wuxi Finger Hold?! Not the Wuxi Finger Hold!
SHIFU: (sly) Oh, you know this hold?
PO: Developed by Master Wuxi In The Third Dynasty-- YES.
SHIFU: Oh, then you must know what happens when I flex my pinky.
Po nervously eyes his finger locked in Shifu's grip and nods quickly.
PO: No no no!
SHIFU: You know the hardest part of this? The hardest part is cleaning up
afterwards...
PO: Okay! Okay! Take it easy...
SHIFU: Now listen closely, panda. Oogway may have picked you, but when I'm
through with you, I promise you, you're going to wish he hadn't. Are we clear?
PO: Yeah, we're clear. We're clear. We are so clear.
SHIFU: Good. I can't wait to get started.

止
禁

4) Where is the dragon scroll kept?
It is kept in the mouth of a stone dragon on the ceiling of the Sacred Hall of
Warriors.
5) What technique was Po afraid of?
He was afraid of the Wuxi Finger Hold.
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disregard -無視

hygiene -衛生
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こ て い か

immobilized -固定化した
はへん

splinter -破片、かけら
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し

disregard -無視

まくあ

ushered -幕開け
と り そ こ

fumbles –取り損なう
えいせい

hygiene -衛生

Comprehension Questions
1) What did Tai Lung say when the commander told him that Oogway was
going to give someone else the dragon scroll?
He didn’t say anything.
2) What does the Urn of Whispering Warriors contain?
It contains the souls of the entire Tenshu army.
3) What happened to the Urn of Whisper Warriors?
Po dropped it and broke it.
4) Where is the dragon scroll kept?
It is kept in the mouth of a stone dragon on the ceiling of the Sacred Hall of
Warriors.
5) What technique was Po afraid of?
He was afraid of the Wuxi Finger Hold.

